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Create your  
workshop outlines
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Workshop 1 Workshop 2 Workshop 3 Celebration / offer

Next module

Your launch workshops



★Rapport: Share content & ideas that truly speak to your audience 
★Connection: Builds a relationship with your audience 
★Authority: Shows why you are the expert

Launch  
workshops Your launch experience creates...



Create your outlines Write your copy Design your slide deck

Next module



EXAMPLES OF 

WORKSHOP FLOWS

CREATE OUTLINES



★ 1: The different types of “sports” and how you discovered yours 
★ 2: Why mountain climbing is powerful 
★ 3: The secrets of being a success mountain climber

Example 
    1 Discover mountain climbing is for them...



★ 1: Discover the power of mountain climbing 
★ 2: How to know if mountain climbing is right for you  
★ 3: Discover the different types of mountains

Example 
    2 Know which mountain is right for them



★ 1: The power of mountain climbing 
★ 2: Where people go wrong 
★ 3: Show the right way up

Example 
    3 See the whole mountain and the right way up



★ 1: The power of mountain climbing and get them taking an action 
★ 2: Show them where people go wrong and why your way is better 
★ 3: Show them a path for progression

Example 
    4 Create a habit of skill needed to climb



★ 1: Discover the power of mountain climbing 
★ 2: The different ways to climb and your approach 
★ 3: Showcase lots of examples that validate your approach 
★ 3 (alternative): The first step you recommend

Example 
    5 Discover the best way to climb a mountain



★ 1: Why mountain climbing is powerful 
★ 2: Go deeper on one small part  
★ 3: Show them how that fits into the bigger picture

Example 
    6 Go deep on one part of the ascent



#DoTheWork
BRAINSTORM FLOWS FOR EACH EXAMPLE



WORKSHOP 

STRUCTURE

CREATE OUTLINES



To camera - 2-3 mins To camera - Q&AIntro content Value content

Structure for each workshop



To camera - 2-3 mins To camera - Q&AIntro content Value content

What we are working on this week



Ordinary
“I’m just like you”

Extraordinary
“Achieved success & you can too”



CREATE YOUR  

VALUE CONTENT

CREATE OUTLINES



★ 1. Sections: Break the value content down into 3-4 sections 
★ 2. Sections into “slides”: Break up your 3-4 sections into smaller segments 

(these become slides) 
★ 3. Cut it down: Max 1 min per “slide”, or break it down more

Outline 
process The easy way to create workshops



CHUNK YOUR FLOW 

INTO SECTIONS

CREATE OUTLINES



★ The big opportunity with what you’re sharing - get them excited 
★ Share your story - how you’re ordinary and how you’re extraordinary 
★ Teach them something and show them why you’re an “expert” in what you do 
★ Share a story about that lesson - give them context and build belief they can do it too.  

(you can use several stories if you wish - stories build rapport and connection)

Create 
outlines Workshop 1



My story with  
launches and why my 

company was born

Be, do, have - mindset 
comes first

Why being a “launch 
pro” is the key to 

success

Initial ideas - workshop 1



★ Remind what you did in the last workshop 
★ Teach something cool - share examples and stories

Create 
outlines Workshop 2



Recap what we did in 
workshop 1

The top 5 mistakes 
people - “launch 

killers”

The right way of doing 
things - “how we do”

Initial ideas - workshop 2



★ Remind what you did in the last workshop 
★ Teach something cool - share client examples if you have them (proof) 
★ Share how this relates to what you do - the offer that’s coming isn’t a surprise then 

Create 
outlines Workshop 3



Recap what we did in 
workshop 2

How launches have 
evolved and why they 

had to

Now you have to 
create an experience - 

share the pillars

Initial ideas - workshop 3



#DoTheWork
BREAK YOUR FLOW INTO SECTIONS



CREATE “SLIDES”  

FOR EACH SECTION

CREATE OUTLINES



Why being a “launch 
pro” is the key to 

success

Initial ideas - workshop 1



Over 1 minute?

Chunking sections down into slides
Section Slide



Over 1 minute?

Add in a new slide

Chunking sections down into slides
Section Slide



#DoTheWork
PLAN SLIDES FOR EACH SECTION



WRITE FOR EACH 

PLANNED SLIDE

CREATE OUTLINES



Start with 50 words per slide



★Block: Block out distraction-free time to write 
★ Just write: Don’t judge, just write. 
★Add new slides: If your writing requires it, add a new slide to the plan 
★Cut back later: Keep writing & cut back after your practice

Writing 
Tips My top tips for writing launch content



Launch Pro Tip

🥂 Write tipsy. ✏ Edit sober



#DoTheWork
WRITE YOUR WORKSHOP COPY


